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1 Introduction

Future medicine is most likely connected with individual treatment methods that are based on the analysis of a single person's physiology, biology and environmental settings, which require enormous amounts of filtering and careful selection of relevant features, to support specified medical personnel in making a decision. With the growing availability of all types of medical data, for instance from smart devices or improved diagnostic methods, the interpretation becomes very time consuming and hereby allows details to be unintentionally not being taken into account albeit being potentially relevant [Zug+16]. Especially when it comes to data that is not easily interpreted by humans, such as DNA sequencing profiles, a more automated approach that compares selected information with a reference database to identify similar cases of the past could be one way to support future medical decisions [Per+18].

In the field of precision oncology, a select number of late-stage cancer patient receive a treatment suggestion based on a number of factors, including of molecular data obtained from some form of DNA sequencing with the hope of improving the outcome of cancer patients [Le +12]. A database of such information could be used to train and test a machine learning algorithm that would predict a certain drug for an individual cancer patient. As such details are scattered around specific papers concerning all sorts of cancer variants, a large proportion of research time even in specialised institutions is taken up by merely comparing and acquiring published cancer treatment resources [Per+18].

2 Goals

This thesis will find out whether there are any cancer patient data freely available or accessible under restrictions that include relevant information to develop precision oncology methods. The result will present the accessibility of data, as well as all relevant key details regarding the corresponding papers.

The main focus hereby lies on listing variant profiles and the sequencing technology used to retrieve them, as well as the type of tumour identified. The resulting suggestion of therapy should be brought up by a Molecular Tumour Board or a similar designated unit to ensure a harmonised decision making process along all data found.
3 Related Work

Most of cancer patients that are cared for in clinical institutions receive treatment based on standardised procedures that check common biomarkers for general target therapy [22]. One important aspect of precision oncology however are a group of specialised people of a clinical institution, that come together to form a Molecular Tumour Board (MTB) and contribute their respective expertise. They discuss presented late-stage cancer patient cases based on annotated and analysed DNA variants [Lag22] to find an individual cancer treatment drug outside of standardised approaches that might prolong life [Le +12]. Whilst it has been shown, that across different MTBs, the same patient would not receive a similar treatment proposal [Rie+18], other studies have concluded that this might be due to different workflows and have suggested an optimised setup for better data-sharing [Rao+20]. Next to supporting the MTB itself, the actual prioritisation in analysis of gene-variants is also an issue to deal with, as different MTBs treat variants with varying importance [Lei+19].

During recent years, numerous Knowledge Bases (KB) of anonymous patient data and applied treatment procedures with ranging degrees of detail have been generated and compared to rate their usability, finding that albeit including different specialisations of certain cancer-types, redundant overlap is present [Pal+19]. The resulting attempt to harmonise such KBs in order to condense information and create a meta-knowledge-base for better retrieval has struggled to even transform variant names due to different tumour systems [Wag+20]. However it has been shown, that not only algorithms can be developed to match a patients genomics sequence to a known treatment method [Per+18], but also that if a meta-KB is used, the result is likely to improve [Wag+20].

4 Methodology

To answer the question of availability of such variant profiles a search through curated online resources, such as PubMed will be performed. Whilst starting with the above mentioned papers and following any references and citations, the search may lead to the actual, anonymous patient data used. By the help of GoogleScholar, cross-links can be successfully identified and depending on the retrieved papers might result in a quickly expanding set of potential papers, that could add to the pool of available patient data.

In order to keep track of any papers visited and store the potential information for future use, a table will be set up, containing one paper reference per row and all relevant information. Next to the DOI for quick access to any paper listed, the date of analysis will be important to compare for potential content updates, as well as the actual information of the study, stating whether the used data set is freely accessible, can be retrieved by fulfilling certain requirements or is not available at all. Potentially useful values for future use-cases will be the number of patients present in the study and type of cancer present, whilst making sure to agree on specific abbreviations or determining cancer categories beforehand, as well as the type of sequencing technology used.

In case the paper possibly includes data on the treatment selected by an MTB, this information will be included, as well as potential details whether the drug was actually prescribed and how well it worked.

Multiple papers might relate to the same set of data and describe the ongoing process of treatment prediction, application and evaluation, but the table will be set up to only contain one paper per row. In order to quickly find all corresponding papers to one case, a special index will be used to link those different papers together, whilst not having to condense all information in one row and omitting paper credit at the same time. In this case, blanks will be filled with a
special symbol to inform that the missing information is completed by another paper.

It should be noted, however, that during the actual progress of this thesis, the specific order or content of the table is subject to change to suit the challenges faced and keep a clean and easily accessible structure for future data usage.

5 Results

It cannot be precisely predicted what this literature search will produce and how the results could be evaluated. However, depending on the amount of papers found, a semantic integration of data to harmonize any used IDs of genes or variants would enhance the future usage of the information, whilst an analysis with descriptive statistics could be done in case of a great quantity of data. Regardless of how little rows of the finale table will include freely available patient data, the result of this study might prove potential for future research in this area. The mere absence of any free patient data would be a great concern and restriction for any possible development of new tools, that either pre-analyse or filter patient data for MTBs or even suggest a treatment based on curated data, which do not have access to such data from inside the system.
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